Understanding complex cellular systems will require the identification and analysis of each of its components and determining how they function together and are regulated. A critical step in this process is to determine the biochemical activities of the proteins and how these activities themselves are controlled and modified by other proteins. Traditionally, the biochemical activities of proteins have been elucidated by studying single molecules, one experiment at a time. This process is not optimal, as it is slow and labor intensive.

In contrast to this traditional approach, high-throughput scientific methods have been developed in the last decade to optimize the study of large numbers of molecules, including DNA, proteins and metabolites. DNA microarrays in particular have proved valuable in genomic research ([@bib40]). They have been used to study gene expression patterns, to locate transcription factor binding sites, and to detect sequence mutations and deletions on a grand scale. However, DNA microarrays tell us only about the genes themselves and provide little information regarding the functions of the proteins they encode. More recently high throughput approaches have been developed for the study of proteins, including profiling of proteins using mass spectrometry ([@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib17], [@bib25], [@bib44]), tagging and subcellular localization ([@bib14], [@bib21]) and protein microarrays ([@bib29], [@bib46], [@bib49]). This article reviews the developments in the production and application of protein microarrays.

1. Types of protein microarrays
===============================

Three types of protein microarrays are currently used to study the biochemical activities of proteins: analytical microarrays, functional microarrays, and reverse phase microarrays. Analytical microarrays are typically used to profile a complex mixture of proteins in order to measure binding affinities, specificities, and protein expression levels of the proteins in the mixture. In this technique, a library of antibodies, aptamers, or affibodies is arrayed on a glass microscope slide. The array is then probed with a protein solution. Antibody microarrays are the most common analytical microarray ([@bib2]).

These types of microarrays can be used to monitor differential expression profiles and for clinical diagnostics. Examples include profiling responses to environmental stress and healthy versus disease tissues ([@bib42]).

Functional protein microarrays differ from analytical arrays in that functional protein arrays are composed of arrays containing full-length functional proteins or protein domains. These protein chips are used to study the biochemical activities of an entire proteome in a single experiment. They are used to study numerous protein interactions, such as protein--protein, protein--DNA, protein--RNA, protein--phospholipid, and protein--small molecule interactions ([@bib15], [@bib46]).

A third type of protein microarray, related to analytical microarrays, is known as a reverse phase protein microarray (RPA). In RPA, cells are isolated from various tissues of interest and are lysed. The lysate is arrayed onto a nitrocellulose slide using a contact pin microarrayer. The slides are then probed with antibodies against the target protein of interest, and the antibodies are typically detected with chemiluminescent, fluorescent, or colorimetric assays. Reference peptides are printed on the slides to allow for protein quantification of the sample lysates.

RPAs allow for the determination of the presence of altered proteins that may be the result of disease. Specifically, post-translational modifications, which are typically altered as a result of disease, can be detected using RPAs ([@bib41]). Once it is determined which protein pathway may be dysfunctional in the cell, a specific therapy can be determined to target the dysfunctional protein pathway and treat the disease of interest.

2. Proteome libraries
=====================

Challenges to creating a proteome microarray include not only the creation of the necessary over-expression library, but also the development of a high-throughput expression and purification protocol necessary to efficiently produce thousands of pure, functional proteins that can be immobilized onto a solid surface. There are two major recombinational cloning strategies that are used to create libraries of open reading frames (ORFs) in expression vectors ([@bib33]). The first makes use of recombination in yeast. Open reading frames of interest are amplified such that they all contain common 5′ and different common 3′ ends. The ORFs are mixed with a linearized vector that contains ends identical to the 5′ and 3′ ends of the amplified ORFs. The mixture is then transformed into yeast where gap-mediated recombination occurs ([@bib33]). The first yeast proteome collection was produced in this fashion ([@bib46]).

The other major cloning strategy makes use of the Gateway recombinational cloning system ([@bib33]). The Gateway system takes advantage of the integration and excision properties of phage λ in *E. coli.* λ phage integrates into its hosts DNA by recombination between the λ *att* P site and the host *att* B site. The recombination results in DNA with ends called *att* L and *att* R. Upon excision of the *λ* phage, recombination between *att* L and *att* R results in the original *att* P and *att* B sites. The Gateway system takes advantage of these unique properties of λ phage to create an expression vector with the ORF of interest via a two-step recombination reaction. First, components of λ integration are mixed with the amplified ORF that contains two different directional *att* B sites. This mixture is then combined, in vitro, with a vector that contains corresponding *att* P sites. Recombination occurs and the resulting vector then contains two different *att* L sites. This vector is then combined with an expression vector that contains appropriate *att* R sites. Recombination occurs in vitro, and the ORF of interest is then in a useful expression vector. The Gateway system is quite flexible as it allows for easy shuttling of ORFs between different expression vectors. The Gateway system has been used to create ORF collections for genes from yeast ([@bib12]), *C. elegans* ([@bib37]), and humans ([@bib39]).

The generation of the first proteome library and its use in microarrays were performed for yeast. The first library contains greater than 5800 yeast proteins, which are tagged at their N-terminus with GST-HisX6 for ease of purification. After expressing and purifying the proteins in a high-throughput fashion in budding yeast, the proteins were spotted onto glass slides ([@bib46]). Protein signals on the chips were quantified by probing the GST-HisX6 tags with anti-GST antibodies, followed by incubation with fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies. Protein--protein and protein--lipid experiments conducted on the chip led to the discovery of new calmodulin and phospholipid binding proteins and were proof that the immobilized proteins on the array were indeed active.

More recently, [@bib12] have created a yeast proteome library of C-terminally TAP-tagged proteins which allows for the more efficient purification of transmembrane and secreted proteins. Gelperin and colleagues' collection makes use of the Gateway recombinational technology, which allows for the easy transfer of ORFs into a variety of expression vectors.

In addition to existing proteome collections in yeast, efforts such as the ORFeome project are underway to create clone collections in higher eukaryotes ([@bib3], [@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib39]). Vidal and colleagues define the ORFeome as the set of protein encoding open reading frames for an entire organism. They have used Gateway recombinational cloning technology ([@bib16]) to create the first *C. elegans* ORFeome ([@bib37]), and a first version of the human ORFeome ([@bib39]). Human ORFeome collections and microarrays have also been generated by Invitrogen. These ORFeomes are helpful in improving the annotation of genomes, and because they were created using Gateway technology, they exist in a flexible format that allows for the high-throughput expression of proteins in a number of different experimental systems.

Successful ORF cloning in higher eukaryotes is dependent on full length cDNA collections, and there are numerous public efforts underway to create human full length cDNA collections, such as the Unigene set ([@bib45]), the Full Length Expression (FLEX) Gene repository ([@bib4]), the Integrated Molecular Analysis of Genomes and their Expression (IMAGE) cDNA collection ([@bib27]), and the Mammalian Gene Collection (MGC) ([@bib13]). Commercial collections are also available from companies such as Invitrogen, GeneCopoeia, OriGene, and Open Biosystems.

A protein microarray is only as useful as the quality of the proteins arrayed on the chip. The production of proteins in homologous systems (i.e. yeast protein expressed in yeast) is expected to greatly improve the quality of the proteins and produce them in an active state. Because the function of many if not most proteins are not known, it is impossible to completely determine whether every protein on the array is active and functional. It is likely, however, that for a large majority of the proteins on the yeast proteome chips at least some material is functional, because a number of successful biochemical activities have been confirmed and discovered using our proteome chips. These biochemical activities include protein--protein, protein--phospholipid, protein--DNA, and protein--small molecule interactions ([@bib15], [@bib19], [@bib46]), as well as enzymatic reactions ([@bib34], [@bib49]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 1Applications of functional protein microarrays. A representative sample of the different assays that have been performed on functional protein microarrays. Proteins are immobilized at high spatial density onto a microscope slide and the slide can then be probed for various interactions. While Cy5 is the fluorophore shown, many other fluorophores can be used for detection.

It is possible that the position of the affinity tags used for purification may interfere with the functionality of the proteins. The use of two yeast proteome collections, one with C-terminal tags, and one with a different N-terminal tag is expected to complement each other ([@bib12], [@bib46]). If one version of the tagged protein exhibits a loss of functionality due to the location of the tag, then the other tagged version of the protein can be used on the chip.

Recently a method has been described for the direct production of proteins on chips. DNA is spotted on a microscope slide and subjected to an in vitro transcription and translation system. The proteins are produced as GST fusions and adhere to glutathione on the surface of the slide. Using this system LaBaer and coworkers have produced a number of human proteins involved in DNA metabolism and demonstrated protein--protein interactions ([@bib35]). This method is advantageous because it produces protein directly on the slide without requiring purification and that proteins do not need to be stored.

3. Protein chips
================

Typically, protein chips are prepared by immobilizing proteins onto a treated microscope slide using a contact spotter ([@bib29], [@bib46]) or a non-contact microarrayer ([@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib22]). It is critical that the proteins remain in a wet environment. Thus, sample buffers contain a high percent of glycerol, and the printing process is carried out in a humidity-controlled environment ([@bib29], [@bib46]). Because equipment and procedures developed for DNA microarrays are easily adaptable to the development of protein microarrays, the choice of using treated microscope slides follows from the ready availability of robotic arrayers and laser scanners that have become commonplace in the world of DNA microarrays ([@bib2]).

A number of different slide surfaces can be used for protein chips. In choosing a slide surface, the goals should be immobilizing the protein on the chip, maintaining the conformation and the functionality of the protein, and achieving maximum binding capacity ([@bib47]). It is also important to consider whether a random or a uniform orientation of proteins on the slide surface is desired ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ). For random attachment of proteins through amines, aldehyde- and epoxy-derivatized glass surfaces can be used ([@bib26], [@bib29]). Coating the glass surface with nitrocellulose, gel pads, or poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine also achieves a random orientation of the proteins as the proteins are passively adsorbed onto the surface ([@bib1], [@bib5], [@bib24], [@bib43], [@bib47]).Fig. 2Protein attachment methods. (A) Proteins can be attached randomly via different chemistries including aldehyde- and epoxy-treated slides that covalently attach protein by their primary amines or by adsorpition onto slides coated with nitrocellulose or acrylamide gel pads. (B) Proteins can be uniformly orientated onto slides coated with a ligand. For example, His6X-tagged proteins can be bound to nickel-derivatized slides and biotinylated proteins can be attached to streptavidin-coated slides. This leads to attachment through the tag and presumably orientates the protein away from the slide surface.

Affinity tag surfaces can be used for the uniform orientation of proteins on the chip surface. One popular slide choice is the nickel coated slide for use with HisX6 tagged proteins ([@bib47]). Another is streptavidin coated slides ([@bib28]). The display of the proteins away from the chip surface should give reagents easier access to the active sites of the proteins ([@bib47]).

Finally, microwells can also be used for protein assays. [@bib49] developed a slide surface which contains microwells made of a silicone elastomer and attached protein to the epoxy-treated microwells. The benefit of microwells is the ability to perform experiments in an aqueous environment while preventing cross contamination.

4. Detection methods
====================

To locate reactive proteins on a proteome chip, small molecule probes are labeled with either fluorescent, affinity, photochemical, or radioisotope tags. Fluorescent labels are generally preferred, as they are safe and effective and are compatible with readily available microarray laser scanners. However, probes can also be labeled with affinity tags or photochemical tags ([@bib6], [@bib31]). [@bib19] used biotin labeled small molecules to probe proteome chips for small molecule inhibitors of rapamycin. The reactive proteins were identified with Cy3 labeled streptavidin.

Regardless of the type of label used, there are problems associated with labeling the molecules used to probe a proteome chip. Chief among these problems is the possibility that the label itself may interfere with the probe\'s ability to interact with the target protein. To overcome this problem, a number of label-free detection methods have recently been developed. Label-free detection methods not only overcome the problem of steric hindrance of a label, but also allow for the collection of kinetic binding data (reviewed in [@bib36]).

The current leading technology for label-free detection of protein interactions is surface plasmon resonance (SPR), which probes the local index of refraction. Other choices include carbon nanotubes, carbon nanowires, and microelectromechanical systems cantilevers. While these technologies are still in their infancy and are not suitable for high-throughput protein interaction detections, they do offer much promise ([@bib36]).

5. Applications of protein chips
================================

The biochemistries of thousands of proteins can be characterized and quantified in a parallel format through the use of protein microarrays. Not only have protein chips been used to characterize the functions of previously uncharacterized proteins, they have also been used to discover new functionalities for previously characterized proteins. Proteome chips have been used to study protein--protein interactions ([@bib46]), protein--DNA interactions ([@bib15]), protein--lipid interactions ([@bib46]), protein--drug interactions ([@bib19]), protein--receptor interactions ([@bib22]), and antigen--antibody interactions ([@bib30]). In addition, proteome chips have been used to study kinase activities ([@bib34], [@bib49]) and have been used for serum profiling ([@bib48]).

With respect to protein--protein interactions, yeast proteome chips have been used to study calmodulin binding proteins ([@bib46]). Calmodulin is a calcium binding protein involved in many calcium-regulated cellular pathways ([@bib18]). [@bib46] biotinylated the calmodulin probes, and detected the protein--protein interactions using Cy3-labeled streptavidin. Their study found 6 known calmodulin binding proteins, and 33 additional potential binders. Their study also revealed a novel consensus binding motif that was related to a previously known calmodulin binding motif.

[@bib15] used yeast proteome chips to identify previously unrecognized DNA binding activities ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ). Both single and double stranded Cy3 labeled yeast genomic DNA was used to probe a yeast proteome array. Over 200 DNA binding proteins were identified, but only about half of those were expected to bind DNA based on their known function. One of the unexpected targets we found was Arg5,6, a mitochondrial enzyme involved in arginine biosynthesis. Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments revealed that Arg5,6 associates with specific nuclear and mitochondrial loci in vivo. Gel shift assays revealed that Arg5,6 binds to specific DNA fragments in vitro, and a common binding motif was found. Real time PCR experiments with Arg5,6 indicated that it may have a role in regulating gene expression. Thus, a yeast proteome chip was used to discover a novel DNA binding protein, and a metabolic enzyme was found that appears to have a role in directly regulating eukaryotic gene expression.Fig. 3Identification of DNA-binding proteins using a functional protein microarray. Genomic DNA is purified, fragmented, and labeled with Cy3-dCTP. A yeast proteome array with the majority of the yeast proteins was incubated with the labeled DNA to identify novel DNA-binding proteins, including Arg5,6, a mitochondrial enzyme.

[@bib46] also used yeast proteome chips to study phosphoinositide (PI) binding proteins. Phosphoinositides are constituents of cellular membranes and also regulate a number of diverse cellular processes ([@bib9], [@bib32]). Biotinylated PI liposomes were used to probe the chip. They were detected using Cy3 labeled streptavidin. Of the 150 novel lipid binding proteins that were identified, 52 corresponded to uncharacterized proteins, and 45 were membrane associated proteins.

Proteome microarrays are also an excellent way to discover drug targets. Entire proteomes printed on a chip can be probed with small molecules in one experiment to discover interactions. [@bib19] used yeast proteome microarrays to study protein--drug interactions. They probed the array with a biotinylated small molecule inhibitor of rapamycin (SMIR) to find protein targets that may be involved in the target-of-rapamycin (TOR) dependent nutrient response network. They discovered a protein of previously unknown function to be a target of the SMIR. They followed up the array probing experiment with gene deletion experiments to prove that the target protein was indeed a legitimate target of the SMIR.

[@bib22] have used protein microarrays to study protein recruitment to receptors in a high-throughput fashion. Using the data obtained from the microarrays, they also calculated the dissociation constants of the protein--receptor binding. Specifically, they created protein microarrays containing most of the human Src homology 2 (SH2) and phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) domains. These binding domains are known to interact with different epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFR), which themselves are involved in a wide variety of cellular responses. The activated receptors become phosphorylated on their tyrosine residues, which then become the sites for the SH2 and PTB domain binding. The human binding domain microarray of 159 proteins was probed with 66 fluorescently labeled peptides representing the binding sites of the epidermal growth factor receptors. The microarrays were probed with eight concentrations of each peptide, and the resulting fluorescence data was used to calculate dissociation constants to determine the binding affinities of the peptide-binding domain interactions. The accuracy of a sample of the dissociation constants calculations was confirmed with surface plasmon resonance experiments. From their experimental data, they constructed a quantitative EGFR interaction map. Their data not only confirmed previously known interactions, but also showed novel biophysical interactions of SHT2 and PTB domains with the epidermal growth factor receptor network. With their quantitative data, they found that different receptor tyrosine kinases differ in their level of selectivity when overexpressed, which they suggest may be a clue as to why some receptors have more oncogenic potential than others.

There have been multiple yeast protein kinase studies using protein chips. [@bib49] used silicone elastomer nanowell sheets placed onto glass slides to study the activity of 119 yeast kinases using 17 different substrates. The 119 kinases were overexpressed and covalently attached to the nanowell chip. The kinases were incubated with 17 different substrates along with radiolabeled ATP to test for in vitro kinase activity. They obtained many novel results, including that 27 yeast kinases can act in vitro as tyrosine kinases. This is roughly triple the number of tyrosine kinases originally thought to exist in yeast.

[@bib34] have also studied protein phosphorylation in yeast using proteome chips. Their goal was to develop a global kinase--substrate map for yeast. To this end, they incubated 87 different yeast protein kinases or kinase complexes separately with radiolabeled ATP on a yeast proteome chip containing 4400 unique proteins ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} ). They found about 4200 phosphorylation events affecting 1325 different proteins, and from this data assembled an in vitro phosphorylation network.Fig. 4(A) A yeast proteome microarray containing ∼4400 GST-tagged yeast proteins printed in duplicate. The slide was probed with anti-GST antibodies followed by Cy5-labeled anti-rabbit antibodies. Forty of 48 blocks are shown. (B) A kinase assay with ^33^P-γ-ATP and active kinase on a yeast proteome microarray. Dark spots represent radiolabeled phosphorylated substrates on the array. Kinases that autophosphorylate are printed in each of the 40 blocks (shown above in blue boxes) and serve as reference points on the slide.

Proteome chips have also been used successfully to screen patient\'s sera for the presence of autoantibodies ([@bib20], [@bib23]) or viral specific antibodies ([@bib48]). [@bib48] created a coronavirus protein microarray and used the array to rapidly screen patient\'s sera for the presence of antibodies against the SARS-CoV coronavirus. They fabricated a protein microarray using coronavirus proteins overexpressed in yeast. The proteins were spotted in duplicate onto microscope slides. Human serum samples from SARS infected or healthy subjects were screened using the protein chips, and bound antibodies were detected fluorescently using Cy3-labelled anti-human IgG or IgM antibodies. They found that their coronavirus protein arrays were able to accurately diagnose the presence of antibodies against coronaviruses in greater than 90% of the patient serum samples they tested. Accordingly, the proteome array they created was an excellent way to quickly diagnose those patients displaying symptoms of SARS infection.

Another set of antigen--antibody experiments using proteome microarrays was performed by [@bib30]. To analyze antibody specificity, they screened 11 monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies against a yeast proteome microarray made up of approximately 5000 different yeast proteins. Fluorescent detection was performed using secondary antibodies labeled with Cy5. They found varying degrees of cross-reactivity among the antibodies that could not necessarily be predicted according to the amino acid sequences of the proteins in question. Their data should prove useful in evaluating assays using antibodies included in their study.

6. Conclusion
=============

Proteome chip technology is an excellent high-throughput method used to probe an entire collection of proteins for a specific function or biochemistry. It is an exceptional new way to discover previously unknown multifunctional proteins, and to discover new functionalities for well-studied proteins.
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